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EG is a blockchain tech startup founded in 2021, with the express goal of 
unlocking social impact through innovative incentives and powerful 

products.



First launched under the rallying cry “Elongate”, the first version of the EG 
token exceeded $1M market cap in 24 hours and $600M market cap in 5 

weeks. Dedicated to leveraging virality and current trends to make social 
impact fun and exciting, the community has donated over $3.7M to worthy 

causes and partnered with major brands.



Rebranded for 2023 investors, EG is committed to finding the good in 
crypto, and doing good with it.

EGTOKEN.IO



MISSION

VISION

The EG mission is to leverage community action and 
blockchain technologies to grow a global movement 
that defies the status quo and makes profitability 
intrinsically linked to positive social impact.

The EG team is a group of dreamers & builders who 
want the best for the planet's future. We want to bring 
crypto adoption to the mainstream by creating 
innovative decentralised products.



We launched the cryptocurrency as a uniting force, and 
over 400,000 investors globally have joined their voices 
to ours. In less than a year, we've delivered over 
$3,700,000 to worthy causes, proving what’s possible 
when people come together for a common goal.



Now we are building the tech of the future. From finance 
to entertainment to human connection, these industries 
exploit human psychology to extract value. We aim to 
pioneer a new social transformation: value placed back 
in the hands of the creators, profit merged with purpose, 
and capital delivered to the ones who need it most.



Ignite a social transformation


Build transparent pathways to capital for earning & giving


Empower people to create a sustainable world

EG PILLARS

Justice

Capital follows value, not the 
other way around. The creator 
pouring their soul out gets what 
they put in, and a worthy cause 
gets a piece too.



Connection

Human connection drives us, 
and the technology we build 
should unite rather than divide. 
Gone are the days of profit-
seeking algorithms making us 
hate each other for clicks.



Sustainability

Zero mining, and a carbon-
negative footprint. We’ll leave 
the planet better than we found 
it. It’s that simple.

EG VALUES

Community

Using a model of community 
leadership, EG puts the needs and 
voices of the community first.



Transparency

Based on open source code and 
accountability, EG makes clear 
what work is being done and how 
decisions are made.



Impact

Everything done must be for the 
cause of making the most positive 
impact possible.

EG COMMITTMENTS



donated in direct impact 
where it has been needed 

most.

of trading fees from 
EGSwap is used to 

BuyBack the EG Token.

SOCIAL IMPACT

$3.7M+ up to 0.05%

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are an urgent call to action for all people, 
in a global partnership. EG recognizes that ending poverty and other deprivations must 
go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve health and education, reduce inequality, 
and spur economic growth - all while tackling climate change and working to preserve 
our oceans and forests.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Donors passionate about seeing their contributions actually at work donate to the EG 
Social Impact wallet directly. From there, every dollar is tracked through the blockchain 
to the point of impact, and the recipients document the impact and share it back to the 
community and the wider world.



Impact coordinators of all scales connect with us to receive grants and bring the 
efficacy of crypto to their communities, and the EG community mobilizes to identify 
and celebrate volunteers who are making a difference.



Retail investors who trade the EG token fund social impact with 5% of the token fees, 
and our committed partner HeadsTails has pledged a royalty to EG social impact 
initiatves from their revenue.

THE EG MODEL

Powered by the EG community, Social Impact at EG is fundamental to everything the 
company does.



EG provides non-profits, social entrepreneurs, and passionate supporters the tools to 
raise, coordinate, and invest capital through the blockchain. Funding goes further, 
connections run deeper, and access is available to all.



MILESTONES &

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

20,000+ Telegram members


30,000+ Discord members 


130,000+ Twitter followers


480,000+ Holders





EG built a school in Laos!

REAL-WORLD IMPACT
180K+ lbs of trash removed| 150K+ meals provided| $1M+ in medical relief

* BSCDaily & LunarCrush Mar 2022



Kimbal Musk

&

> egtoken.io/social-impact

> egtoken.io/social-impact-portal

> egtoken.io/press

> news.egtoken.io

> blockchainalliance.gg

See our Global Impact to date

See EG in the news

Read more about EG’s milestones

Read more about Social Impact at EG

Learn about the Blockchain Alliance for Global Good

EG has been featured and celebrated in global publications, such as:
EG IN THE NEWS

EG PARTNERS

https://news.elongate.cc/


EG ECOSYSTEM
EG is creating innovative products with and for the crypto community. Revenue goes 
to create a rewarding community experience and fund social impact.

EG x SALESFORCE CRYPTO EXCHANGE EG SOCIAL IMPACT PORTAL

BURN PARTY EGMIGRATE

EGTRADE GATOR GANG NFT COLLECTION

EG BLOCKCHAIN AGENCY BLOCKCHAIN ALLIANCE FOR GLOBAL GOOD

EGSWAP (DEX)

HEADSTAILS (BetFi) EG TOKEN

NFT STAKING PORTAL

EGSWAP

EG



EG x SALESFORCE CRYPTO EXCHANGE
The EG Salesforce Crypto Lightning Exchange is a first of its kind, fully non-custodial, 
platform-native wallet management system within the Salesforce Cloud and CRM 
platform. Over 150,000 companies on Salesforce can now manage multiple crypto 
wallets through the easy to use dashboard, swap between cryptocurrencies on-chain, 
and easily transfer crypto between Salesforce accounts.

Features
 1% of Swap/Transfer volume goes to Buyback of EG token
 Crypto Swap & Transfers linked to Salesforce records
 Integrated with Ox and 1inch APIs
 Self-hosted Blockchain adapter
 Passed Salesforce security review
 Segregated Witness - Supports modern Bitcoin/DEFI protocol features such as bc1 

addresses that reduce your transaction fees
 Attach address to any record - Use Lightning App Builder to attach a unique set of 

Bitcoin addresses to any record whether it is a Case, an Account, or an activity
 Salesforce-Native - Built with Apex and Lightning Web Components allowing the 

users to leverage all automation features of the Salesforce Platform.

> egtoken.io/salesforce
Learn more:



The EG Social Impact Portal showcases and tracks our community’s 
impact across the 17 Sustainable Development Goals.

Features
 See proof of our Global Impact categorised by SDGs
 Revisit amazing moments from the EG archives
 View details of all the amazing organisations we have donated to
 Donate directly to your favourite causes
 Help us funds all 17 SDGs by contributing to our Charity wallet.

> egtoken.io/social-impact-leaderboard
See the donation leaderboard

> egtoken.io/social-impact-portal
Read more:

EG SOCIAL IMPACT PORTAL



BURN PARTY
Burn.Party, with its integration with Chainlink, is a unique multi-chain token burn 
platform supporting community-organised token burns in a trustless manner.

Features
 Decentralised multi-chain token burn platform
 The place to burn all EG buyback tokens
 Supports any token on the Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum

 Support for Polygon, Avalanche and Fantom to be made available in future
 Integrates Chainlink Keepers Network to automate & decentralise the token burns
 For every successful Burn Party that results in a Token Burn, the EG Burn Party Platform 

donates Meals to those that are in need using third parties and EG’s network of volunteers
 The platform also has the ability to generate ad revenue for the token.

> burn.party
Learn more



EGMIGRATE
A migration solution for projects and token holders to upgrade smart contracts and 
swap old tokens for new ones. This solution was used to upgrade EG from v1 to v2 and 
can be used to support any token on Binance Smart Chain or Ethereum blockchains. 
Projects can use EG’s technology and experience to upgrade their smart contracts and 
seamlessly provide new tokens to their holders.

Features
 100% fees from EGMigrate go to EG Token Buyback
 Holders can swap old tokens for new ones in a single transaction
 Secure - Security Audit completed by Vidma
 Consolidation – Automatic calculation/conversion if supply is being reduced
 Supports any BEP-20 or ERC-20 token
 Metamask & WalletConnect supported
 Compatible on desktop and mobile browsers.

> egtoken.io/egmigrate
Learn more



EGTRADE
EGTrade is a Token Swap and charting solution which can be connected to any 
Decentralised Exchange (DEX) like PancakeSwap or EGSwap. EGTrade also allows you 
to buy BNB directly via FIAT. In as little as 5 minutes, users can verify to purchase BNB, 
then swap for EG or any other token all in one place.

EGTrade is also offered as a white-label Token Swap and Charting solution which can be 
customised and added to any project’s website providing a better alternative to free 
unsecure widgets which are full of adverts.



Projects interested in forking this for their project can contact us.

> egtoken.io/egtrade
Learn more

EGFeatures
 100% Sales from the white-label 

solution go to EG token buyback
 Supports EG, BNB, BUSD and any 

BEP-20 token
 Optimised for mobile browsers
 Dark and Light mode support
 MetaMask & WalletConnect support
 Ability to buy BNB directly (including 

users in USA)
 Integrated price chart with 24H, 1W 

and 1M pricing.



GATOR GANG NFT COLLECTION
The Gator Gang is a collection of unique collectible Gators. Membership in the Gator 
Gang unlocks direct rewards and other exclusive perks.

Features
 Listed on TofuNFT and Rarity Sniper
 Exclusive presale whitelist access for all future NFT collections
 Early access and testing of future ecosystem tech betas
 Access to exclusive Discord roles and channels
 Future perks and access will be awarded exclusively to Gator Gang members
 Exclusive Access to Gator Gang VIP Club in the TCGWorld Metaverse + future in-game 

utility.



The team is planning to release an NFT Staking platform, where holders can earn an exclusive 
share of token revenue just by holding Gators. Legendaries and collecting all squads will 
unlock multipliers.The team plans to burn a significant remainder of the unminted Gators, 
skewing towards the most common Gators and remove them from circulation.

> gatorgang.cc
Learn more



Experienced
From traditional banking to 
game design to DeFi, tap in to 
our decades of experience in 
building rock-solid products and 
world-class solutions.

Professional
Let’s be honest - sometimes 
crypto seems like it’s run by a 
bunch of kids. We bring a level 
mindset and a rigorous scrum 
process to our work, tried-and-
tested.

As part of the EG Family, we are 
committed to making a positive 
impact in the world. A portion of 
everything we earn goes back to 
fuel our social impact token.

Impactful

EG BLOCKCHAIN AGENCY
Branding, design, smart contract development, tech stack & architecture - your 
blockchain startup has a lot of needs. Tap into the EG expertise and fast-track your 
project to success. 10% of revenue goes to EG community through token buybacks.

Features
 10% of revenue goes to EG token buyback
 NFT & Smart Contract Development
 Tokenomics
 Whitepaper Drafting
 Backend/API Architecture & Design
 Testing & Depolyment
 Smart Contract Audits
 UX & Website Design
 Branding & graphic Design
 Copywriting & UX Writing
 Blockchain Market Email Outreach.

> egtoken.io/eg-blockchain-agency
Learn more



BLOCKCHAIN ALLIANCE

FOR GLOBAL GOOD
EG is the founder of BAGG, an alliance of 
blockchain companies with the goal to unite 
blockchain and cryptocurrency companies 
together to incentivize inherent and integrated 
social impact, and change the world through 
joint ventures.



BAGG champions the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals, and builds networks and 
reach to improve as many of them as possible. 
We believe in coming together to make the 
world a better place, for the common good, and 
putting the human above the token.

Features
 Share Expertise - The crypto world can be a bear to 

navigate. By pooling our resources everyone can 
succeed

 Link Networks - It’s all about who you know. We’re 
stronger together when we find ways to support 
each other

 Cross-Promote - Savvy investors are looking for 
savvy investments. There’s more than enough to go 
around when we connect our communities

 Stand Out - Membership is no small feat. Everyone 
in the alliance stands for something different, but 
we all stand together.

> blockchainalliance.gg
Learn more



EGSWAP
EG’s decentralised exchange (DEX) offers all features found in a typical DEX but with 
an additional unique feature of sharing trading fee revenue with whitelisted projects. 
Every trade results in an EG token buyback and burn.

 

Other Features include:

Staking, Trade any token on EVM chains, EG SmartRouter (searching the market for best 
prices for your trade), EGRamp (Buy crypto with FIAT), EGSpectre (Cross-Chain bridge 
and private transactions & Perpetuals (Trading Futures).




EGSWAP FEATURES



NFT STAKING PORTAL
Stake your Gator in the EG NFT Staking portal to get exclusive share of token 
revenue just by holding Gators, the membership card of the EG community.



Holding legendaries and collecting all squads will unlock multipliers.

The team plans to burn a significant remainder of the unminted Gators, 
skewing towards the most common Gators, and remove them from circulation.



The EG Token is a community-governed token that creates rewarding 
incentives for furthering the mission of social impact with crypto.

EG TOKEN

Decimals: 18

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain

Total Supply: 6 Billion

Trade Tax: 5% Buy, 5% Sell, 0% Transfer

Reflections: No

AutoBurn: No

TOKEN INFO

TOKEN UTILITY
 1% of Token Volume goes to Social Impact
 30% HeadsTails revenue goes to EG Token Buyback & Social Impact
 100% Salesforce Exchange fees goes to EG Token buyback
 100% Revenue from BurnParty (Token Burns & Advertisements) goes to 

EG Token buyback
 100% Revenue from whitelabel EGTrade sales goes to EG Token buyback
 10% EG Blockchain Agency revenue goes to EG Token buyback
 Upto 0.05% of daily volume from EGSwap goes to EG Token buyback.



The Buyback tokens can either be burned or used for community rewards.

TOKEN SECURITY
EG Smart contract has been audited by 
Vidma and PeckShield

LP locked in Team Finance



BLOCKCHAINS

EG is a BEP-20 token available on Binance Smart Chain but the teams has plans to 
deploy to other EVM compatible blockchains in the future depending on market 
conditions. These include Ethereum, Polygon, Fantom, Avalanche and Arbitrum.

3% supply of the token has been reserved to provide liquidity to these blockchains in the 
future.

EG Token can be bought, sold and traded on centralized or decentralized exchanges. 
EGTrade is a polished UI for executing safe trades on the PankcakeSwap DEX and 
supports Auto Slippage. EG is also building an in-house DEX called EGSwap.

EXCHANGES

EXCHANGE TYPE BUY/SELL FEE

EGTrade
POWERED BY EGSwap

DEX 5%

DEX 5%

EGSwap DEX 5%

CEX 5%



TOKENOMICS

Total Supply: 6,000,000,000

Ticker: E

 Strategic Partners: 2






Community Development: 5
Reserves: 5
Cross-Chain Liquidity: 3
Marketing Fund: 2.9
Community Held: 82.1%



TOKEN ALLOCATION ALLOCATION % EG TOKENS VESTING SCHEDULE

Community Held 82.1% 4,926,000,000 Available immediately

Strategic Partnerships 2% 120,000,000
10% Available on TGE 

1 Year Cliff (Tokens Locked) 
6 months Vesting.

Community Development 
(Prizes, Rewards, Promotions, Licenses) 5% 300,000,000

1% available at TGE. 
4% - 6 month cliff (tokens locked) 

1 Year vesting.

Reserves 
(Advisors, Talent Incentives) 5% 300,000,000

1% available at TGE. 
4% - 6 month cliff (tokens locked) 

1 Year vesting.

Cross-Chain Liquidity 
(Bridges to other blockchains) 3% 180,000,000 Locked for 6 Months

Marketing Fund 2.9% 171,203,945 Available immediately



TOKEN FEATURES

No Lopsided Liquidity

Adding Funds to a liquidity pool using Auto Buy Backs and SwapAndLiquify doesn't work if 
it's one sided. To support these lopsided liquidity dumps, these features also used the 
community to pay for the gas by piggy backing on their Buy/Sell transactions. This 
destroys the value of the token in the same way as big sell-offs do.



No Reflections

Reflections as a way of generating "passive income" is a concept which is slowly going 
out of fashion. It needs high token taxes to support the reflections model as well as 
continuous high token volume to be effective long term. Reflections are also not 
supported by many major exchanges which is also a drawback. EG V2 lowers the tax on 
Buy and Sell to support community driven initiatives, removes the tax on transfers, gets 
rid of reflections and also stops the auto burn.



No Secrets

EG is a community run token where community working groups control all aspects of the 
project. Anyone is able to contribute to the success of the project and can also get 
rewarded for it. A pool of 5% of Token Supply is set aside for Community Development 
(Prizes, Rewards, Promotions etc), 2.9% of supply is reserved for Marketing and a further 
3% reserved for providing cross-chain liquidity to other blockchains in future. Details of all 
wallets and token holders is made available publicly for all to see.



No Centralized LP Token Holding

Devs on many projects keep hold of the LP Tokens to withdraw liquidity at a later date to 
private wallets. Eg V2 has locked majority of its liquidity and all details are made availabe 
to the public. The process of adding new liquidity and removing liquidity is done 
transparently.



Open Source

The long term aim for new features is to make it publicly accessible so anyone can see, 
modify and distribute the code as they see fit. This will attract a wider talent pool to the 
project. We encourage any developer interested in creating software, widgets, charts or 
adding utility to the token to reach out to the team.



No Auto Burns

The token supply is fixed at 6 Billion. There will be no Auto Burns but manual buybacks & 
token burns will be done as per market conditions.



FEE MANAGEMENT

The EG Smart Contract Accumulates 5% fee from every Buy & 5% fee from every Sell 
transaction. No fee is collected from transfers.



This 5% fee is distributed to the following 5 wallets, which have been configured in the 
smart contract

 Marketing Wallet: 20
 Liquidity Wallet: 20
 Tech Wallet: 30
 Donations Wallet: 10
 Staking Rewards Wallet: 20%



Each of these wallets is looked after by a community working group. Apart from the 
Staking Rewards Wallet, the EG Tokens in all other wallets are manually converted to BNB 
at a suitable time without putting negative price pressure on the chart.



The smart contract also has an “AutoSell” feature which can be turned ON at times of 
good volume in the market. When “AutoSell” is on, the EG Tokens accumulated in the 
smart contract are automatically converted to BNB.



5% EG Token Buy Fe
 30%: Tech fun
 20%: Marketing fun
 20%: Liquidity fun
 20%: Gator Gang NFT Staking Reward fun
 10%: Social Impact fund



5% EG Token Sell Fe
 30%: Tech fun
 20%: Marketing fun
 20%: Liquidity fun
 20%: Gator Gang NFT Staking Reward fun
 10%: Social Impact fund



Revenue Distribution from HT platfor
 15%: EG Token buyback & holder reward
 15%: Social Impact fund



Fees from EG Crypto Exchange on Salesforc
 100%: EG Token buyback & holder rewards



Revenue Distribution from Burn Party (Token Burns, 
Advertisements

 100%: EG Token buyback & holder rewards



Revenue from trading fees on EGSwa
 0.02%: EG Token buyback & holder rewards



Revenue Distribution from EG Blockchain Agenc
 10%: EG Token buyback & holder rewards



"Holder rewards" 

can be token staking rewards, 

Gator Gang staking rewards, 

or manual token burns.


FUNDING STRUCTURE



As part of a restructuring, EG will become more 
decentralized and controlled by the community, in 
coordination with partners at HeadsTails (HT). The 
community will act as the decision-makers, and HT will 
function as the executory partner to carry out the 
determined tasks.



Working groups of community members will be created to 
oversee all operational wallets and govern how funds are 
utilized. Experts can be hired to carry out any specialised 
tasks.



Token Liquidity will be locked for 6 months on a rolling 
basis. Access will be controlled via a multi-signature wallet 
held by HT & EG Leadership. Upon unlock, liquidity can only 
be pulled by both parties agreeing to do so.



HT will be gatekeepers of the contract and carry out all 
interactions under the supervision of working groups.



We encourage any developer interested in creating 
software, widgets, charts or adding utility to the token to 
reach out to the team. The long term aim for new features 
is to make it publicly accessible so anyone can see, modify 
and distribute the code as they see fit. This will attract a 
wider talent pool to the project.




Want to join the community groups?

Join us on Discord!

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

> egtoken.io/discord



HeadsTails



Bet on real-world events, and win real crypto. 
HeadsTails donates 30% of their revenue for EG token 
buybacks, community rewards, and social impact 
donations.



 headstails.xyz



TCGWorld Metaverse



Visit the EG HQ in the largest metaverse RPG, and earn 
exclusive collectibles.



 tcg.world




StarShip Spacestation



Mine Kyanite in the StarShip metaverse, and fund EG 
social impact directly at the EG Spacestation.



 deploystarship.com

>

>

>

INTEGRATIONS



Website - https://EGToken.io



News – https://news.EGToken.io



Twitter - https://twitter.com/elongateog



YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/@EG-GLOBAL



Telegram - https://t.me/ElonGateChat



Discord - https://discord.gg/elongate



Github - https://github.com/EG-Ecosystem



Contact Us – https://EGToken.io/contact-us



Direct Email – admin@EGToken.io



Official Ox Addresses - https://EGToken.io/token



Community Wallets - https://EGToken.io/token

RESOURCES & LINKS

https://egtoken.io
https://wiki.egtoken.io
https://github.com/EG-Ecosystem
https://egtoken.io/contact-us
mailto:admin@EGToken.io
https://egtoken.io/token
https://egtoken.io/token


The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not 
authorized and nor should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice, 
or advice of any kind. Do your own research, and consult experts where appropriate.

Information Published in the Whitepaper 

You act at your own risk in reliance on the contents of the whitepaper. Should you decide to act or not act 
you should contact a licensed attorney in the relevant jurisdiction in which you want or need help. In no 
way are the contributors to the whitepaper responsible for the actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or 
not taken by you in reliance upon the whitepaper. You are not authorized and nor must not should you rely 
on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice, or advice of any kind. 



Involvement Risks 

The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do 
conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any financial decisions. By 
purchasing EG tokens, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to 
hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team 
is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You agree that by 
purchasing or exchanging EG tokens you may not claim any tax, fee, reward or any transaction or activity 
from EG, nor any of the EG team members, nor any other third-party. Any functionality of the EG 
applications, the EG Token as well as the EG Project mentioned within the present whitepaper is of purely 
technical nature and not related to any legal claim of an EG token holder. 



Compliance with Tax Obligations 

The team does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Always make sure that you 
comply with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. 



No Warranties 

The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding the whitepaper 
and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services provided on the whitepaper. EG reserves the right to 
edit this whitepaper at any time.



Limitation of Liability 

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the contributors to the whitepaper be liable for any 
damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or 
in any way connected with the use of the whitepaper. 



Future Statements 

There may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such statements are 
subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-
looking statements. The actual results or events that transpires afterwards may be different from what is 
implied here. The team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking statements outlined in this 
whitepaper.

DISCLAIMERS


